Artifactual regional gray level variability in contrast-enhanced two-dimensional echocardiographic images: effect on measurement of the coronary perfusion bed.
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent of regional variability of image echocardiographic amplitude (expressed as gray level variability) in contrast-enhanced two-dimensional echocardiographic images, and to assess the effect of such baseline gray level variability on quantitation of the coronary perfusion bed. In 10 anesthetized closed chest dogs, short-axis papillary muscle echocardiographic images were obtained during control preinjection conditions and during injection of three contrast agents into the left main coronary artery with and without circumflex artery occlusion. Regional echocardiographic amplitude variation was measured by computer-based videodensitometric analysis of mean gray levels in four myocardial regions after cavity (background) gray level subtraction. To determine the effect of regional gray level variability on quantitation of the coronary perfusion bed, the contrast-enhanced left anterior descending artery perfusion bed was measured by two methods. The circumferential method ignored myocardial contrast inhomogeneity by measuring the circumferential extent of contrast enhancement, whether or not the enhancement by contrast medium extended transmurally. The exact method measured only the area of myocardium actually enhanced by contrast medium, which often did not extend transmurally. The perfusion beds determined by the two echocardiographic methods were compared with the anatomic perfusion bed determined by postmortem barium-gelatin coronary arteriography. Regional gray levels varied qualitatively and quantitatively in the control state (before contrast injection), with lateral regions being less bright than axial regions. After injection of contrast medium, brightness increased in all regions, the axial regions brightening most.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)